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Hike through the rainforest, scale a mountain, swim across the ocean, and still make it home for

dinner. Rhyme and repetition make learning fun in this selection that teaches actions, animal

sounds and exotic settings around the world. Includes a dual-purpose audio and video CD to listen

to the singalong on a CD player or listen and watch the video animation on a Mac or PC.
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PreSchool-Grade 1. This book begins "Walking through the jungle,/Walking through the

jungle,/What do you see?/What do you see?/I think I see a lion,/Chasing after me,/Chasing after

me" and continues in this vein as a girl meets five more animals. The text is extremely similar in

concept and rhythm to Bill Martin's Brown Bear, Brown Bear... (1983) and Polar Bear, Polar Bear...

(1991, both Holt). The bold double-page artwork will draw readers instantly, and they'll find

themselves poring over the brightly colored, stunning, acrylic illustrations. Varying facial expressions

cleverly convey happiness or fear on the faces of the main character and animals as they encounter

one fierce creature after another. While children will enjoy this book, it's unfortunate that it's so close

in concept and cadence to Martin's books.?Barbara McGinn, Oak Hill Elementary School, Severna

Park, MDCopyright 1997 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.



Harter sets her young character trooping through various habitats, chanting as she goes: ``Walking

through the jungle,/Walking through the jungle,/What do you see?/What do you see?'' Readers

soon come to understand that each place harbors a creature that might be a threat: ``I think I see a

lion,/Chasing after me,/Chasing after me.'' All the animals--from blowfish to Dall sheep to Arctic

foxes--are rendered in fantastical colors. Harter provides crisp tension between the book's

peaceable kingdoms and a lurking nature, red of tooth and claw, which is beveled by the sweet

disposition of the artwork and by the closing pages: Lion, wolf, polar bear, crocodile, and rattle

snake follow the girl to her home and sit down for vegetarian snacks. A simple, enjoyable

environmental romp. (Picture book. 2-5) -- Copyright Â©1997, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights

reserved. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

I have several of these Barefoot Books! My students love them. They are very affordable, especially

since they come with a CD. Also, there are versions of ALL of these books free on YouTube. You

can create a playlist and show it on a Smart Board, great for end of the day while dismissing

students. If you don't have a Smart Board, (parents) you can view them on your phone or on iPad.

The pictures in this book are visually a little scary for my toddlers in class. (Tiger/polar bear/killer

whate "chasing me", with scared faces of the kids and animals it's chasing.) I would return it but I

missed the return date. I do like other barefoot books though, generally I highly recommend them.

My preschoolers love this book along with the other one. They dance and sing along to it. My

nephews also love it.

Great book for singing to your child, especially if they love animals. My toddler excitedly calls out

each one as soon as the page is turned. Priceless.

The story (song) is catchy...the pictures are well drawn...but it is the details of each page that really

make reading this fun. My 3 year old grandson LOVES to go through every page. We have fun

asking silly questions about what he sees on each one almost as much as we enjoy the story itself.

This series is a delight.

Children love it



I have heard children singing with this book for several years and couldn't wait to get this to share

with my first grandchild; at 2 1/2 years old, she loved it!! We would be playing, riding in the van or

taking a walk and she would want to sing it. I love that she loves it as much as I do!

My nephew Loves the book!! One thing about it not so good is that it's not put together very well had

to tape you right away due to pages coming loose. Other wise GREAT book!!!
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